
Early one morning Lucy woke up with a humungous smile on her 

face. She was going to the beach with her mum and dog. She rushed 

downstairs and gulped her breakfast down like a cat hunting. Her 

mum wasn’t awake yet because it was 7:00am. Lucy decided to put 

the kettle on and make her mum a delicious cup a tea and burnt 

toast in bed. That was sure to wake her mum up. 

Half an hour after her mum woke up they both got changed but the 

dog, Ruffle didn’t want to go to the beach so they had to carry him 

down. Normally Ruffle loved the beach but not today Lucy was a bit 

worried. 

 When they got to the beach Lucy was eager to go in the sea. 

Lucy asked her mum, “Can I go in the sea?” 

“Not yet darling you need to let your sun cream soak in.” replied 

mum. 

Lucy and her mum spread out because there were only 3 other 

family’s one of which were there lovely next door neighbours.  Lucy 

started playing on the beach with Ruffles. Lucy noticed a surfer 

catching waves but every time he walked out he was staying at waist 

height. That was really weird. Then the sea started a whirlpool and a 

thunderous NOISE was coming from the sea  was like a blender. Lucy 

thought what could that be?  Then Lucy remembered a lesson Mr 

Constant taught them about…NO it couldn’t be. It is  

TSUNAMI 

Lucy said it out loud. 

Her mum said,  “Lucy don’t mess around like that” 

Lucy ran around the beach saying  



“We’ve got 10 minutes to run up that large hill. Everyone was 

ignoring her like she was mad then Lucy and Ruffles ran.  Her mum 

ran after her to see where Lucy was running to.   The neighbours 

started to take notice and ran as well then animals and everyone 

they passed. Finally after 5 minutes they made it to the top they saw 

a colossal wave in the distance. Lucy was gobsmacked and kind of 

scared.  

“Are we high enough” trembled Lucy. 

“I think so” replied the neighbours  

Lucy couldn’t look cars were getting wrecked, there house got wiped 

of its stands.  People were screaming and babies were crying. 

Everyone was so amazed a little girl like Lucy saved millions of people 

Lucy was pleased. With Ruffles in her arm she smiled. 

 

  

 


